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Ivan Nicholayevich Panin

1855–1942

The number of words is 25 × 7, the vocabulary has 2 × 7 × 7 words

occurring in 19× 7 forms (16× 7 appearing once and 3× 7 more than

once). The vocabulary has 79×7 letters, of which 6×7×7 are vowels

and 37 × 7 are consonants. The numerical value is 14809 × 7. The

numerical value of the forms is 12809×7. And so on for many pages.
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Rashad Khalifa

1935–1990

The Bismallah (opening statement of the Quran and of most chapters)

has 19 letters. The number of chapters is 6× 19. The first revelation

has 4 × 19 letters. The first chapter revealed has 19 verses. And so

on for many pages.

Unfortunately, Khalifa’s study led him to remove two verses from the

Quran and to declare himself a messenger of God.

On January 31, 1990, someone entered his mosque in Arizona and

stabbed him to death.
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Rabbi Michael Dov Weissmandl

1903–1957

Genesis Exodus

In both books, starting at the first ת� (T) and skipping 40 letters at a

time spells תורה� (TORAH), the name of the first five books.
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Eliyahu (Ilya) Rips

Hebrew University, Jerusalem

1948–

In the early 1980s, the Israeli school-teacher Avraham Oren discovered

some impressive “codes” and took them to the Mathematics Depart-

ment at Hebrew University...

...where he showed them to Ilya Rips.

Rips was soon convinced and began an intense study of the phenomenon

together with his religious-studies partner Doron Witztum and a student

Yoav Rosenberg who knew how to program computers.
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Two-dimensional code matrices

Witztum, Rips and Rosenberg (WRR) invented a method of displaying

more than one “code” at once.
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Two-dimensional code matrices

WRR found that when they tried pairs of related words, they could

often be displayed together in very a small window using the Hebrew

text of Genesis.

“hammer” close to “anvil”

They published a book full of examples, some quite impressive.

WRR came to believe that in the Hebrew Bible, such coincidences occur

more often than chance alone can explain.
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Measuring distance

Rips designed a function c(w1, w2) for two given words w1, w2.

The function measures the distance of w1 to w2 in a complicated way.

Roughly: If w1 and w2 can be displayed together in a very small window,

c(w1, w2) will be close to 0, but if they can’t c(w1, w2) will be close to 1.

Rips’ design was intended to give c(w1, w2) a uniform distribution

between 0 and 1 if codes occur only by chance.

There is now an opportunity for an experiment:

Evaluate c(w1, w2) for many pairs of related words and see if the

distances are uniformly distributed between 0 and 1.
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The great rabbis experiment

As religious Jews, WRR thought that great rabbis of the Middle Ages

were a likely topic to be encoded in Genesis.

Moreover, since Genesis was written centuries before the rabbis lived,

information about the rabbis could not have been deliberately placed in

the text by a human.

So WRR selected 34 great rabbis according to the length of their entry

in a standard encyclopedia.

As word pairs, they used the rabbis’ names together with their dates of

birth or death.

,הרמב�”��) ניס�� (י�”ד� = (The Rambam (Maimonides), 14th of Nissan)

Since rabbis can have more than one “name”, and dates can be written

in more than one way, this gave 152 “distances”.
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Let R be Genesis with the letters shuffled. To test the hypothesis that

c(w1, w2) is uniformly distributed, all the distances were computed using

R and the results passed standard uniformity tests:

Then the distances were computed in Genesis:
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Persi Diaconis

Harvard University

1945–

WRR now got in touch with Persi Diaconis.

Diaconis suspected that the distance measure c(w1, w2) had been

constructed to do well with this data in Genesis.

And he knew how to prove it: Use the same method on new data.

So WRR went back to the same encyclopedia and selected the

next tier of great rabbis according to the length of their entries.
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The same method on the second list of rabbis

The distances in R were again uniformly distributed.

In Genesis:

The possibility that natural texts behaved much differently from random

texts was also ruled out by trying the Hebrew translation of War and

Peace.

Now WRR submitted a paper to the Proceedings of the National

Academy of Sciences of the United States (PNAS).
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Robert Aumann

Hebrew University

1930–

Nobel Prize in Economics, 2005

Aumann handled WRR’s paper for PNAS. He was enthusiastic about

it, but he needed Diaconis’ support and Diaconis was stubborn.

Finally, Aumann and Diaconis agreed to publication if WRR could

pass a stringent test that Diaconis would design.

So Diaconis invented the permutation test and required that WRR

obtain a 1/1000 or better result.
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The permutation test

Diaconis’ idea was genius, as it didn’t rely either on the uniformity

or independence of the c(w1, w2) values.

1. Combine all the c(w1, w2) values into an overall distance

value C1.

2. Shuffle all the dates around randomly (so that most dates are

paired with the wrong rabbis) and get a new overall

distance value C2.

3. Do this repeatedly, a million times in total: C3, C4, . . . , C1000000.

4. Check where C1 lies compared to all the other values.

Diaconis was certain that WRR could not get 1/1000 on this test.

They got 1/62,000!
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Publication

Diaconis refused to support publication in PNAS even after the

permutation test was passed. Aumann is still angry today.

In 1994, a polished version ghost-written by Aumann was sent with the

agreement of Diaconis to the review journal Statistical Science.

Neither the editor nor the four referees believed it could be true, but

they couldn’t find anything wrong. So it was published with an editor’s

note:
Our referees were baffled...The paper

is thus offered...as a challenging puzzle.

WRR also ran many other (unpublished) experiments, and Harold Gans,

a former mathematician with the National Security Agency ran another.

All these experiments achieved very strong positive results.
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Michael Drosnin

American Journalist

1946–

In 1994, Rips and Drosnin found

“assassin who will assassinate”

written across the only appearance

of the name of the Israeli prime

minister Yitzhak Rabin

encoded in Genesis.

Drosnin sent a letter to warn Rabin,

but Rabin was assassinated in 1995.
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“Peer-reviewed scientific journal”

Publication of WRR’s article created a huge “Bible Codes” industry.

Suddenly countless people who had never heard of “peer-review” were

earnestly telling each other that it was ultimate standard of proof.

• Countless books, videos, and at least two movies.

• Seminars aimed at convincing secular people to become religious.

• Bible code proofs that Jesus is the messiah.

• Predictions of earthquakes, nuclear war, the end of the world, etc.
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Here come the Codes Busters!
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Approaches to a solution

• Is the method statistically sound?

There are problems, but not enough to explain the result.

• Is the data objective?

Good question!

WRR wrote: The list of names for each rabbi was provided by

Professor Shlomo Havlin on the basis of a computer search of the

“Responsa” database.

Rabbis of the Middle Ages can be called by many “names”. Not only

their personal given names, but also various acronyms. Sometimes they

are called by the names of famous books they have written. Moreover,

there are variations in spelling.
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Investigation of the data

• Is it possible to choose names to create a positive result?

Yes, we made our own list of names that performs very well using

War and Peace in place of Genesis, though WRR hotly contest that

our list of names is comparable to theirs.

• What are examples of flexibility?

(1) There are different spelling rules for German and Yiddish. What

about a German name copied into Yiddish? (2) Can we use a family

name that was not adopted until the next generation?

(3) How rare should a name be before it is too rare?

• Is there documentary evidence to suspect the story of how the data

was collected?

Yes, there is a recording in Russian that describes an earlier

experiment with overlapping data. Also, the data frequently

violates the rules that it is supposed to conform to.
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Investigation of the data (continued)

• What about replication?

We paid two experts in rabbinical history to compile a new list of

names according to their professional judgement. The result was

completely negative. A committee chaired by Aumann repeated the

Gans experiment with a negative result.

• Can the computational method provide a clue?

We found that almost any change to the definition of c(w1, w2)

makes WRR’s result worse. We believe this is a side-effect of tuning

the data to c(w1, w2).

• Why did Diaconis not solve the problem?

(1) He didn’t know anything about rabbis’ names.

(2) He didn’t realise that WRR actually ran a test of their own

invention and not the test he specified.
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Investigation of the data (continued)

McKay, Bar-Natan, Bar-Hillel and Kalai published a debunking article

in Statistical Science, despite legal threats to the journal.

The editor declared that the puzzle had been solved.

• What does Doron Witztum say about our findings?

“...falsehoods and deceptions...worthless parody...incorrect and

misleading...unscientific...deceit...false data...lies and ignorance

...a tangle of lies...”

• What does Michael Drosnin say about our findings?

When my critics find a message about the

assassination of a prime minister encrypted

in Moby Dick I’ll believe them!
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Moby Dick

Classic American novel

1851–
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On October 12, 2002,

a car bomb exploded

outside the Sari Night

Club, in Kuta, Bali,

Indonesia, killing 202

people.

Text: Michael Drosnin,

The Bible Code II
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Original text of the Bible?

There is almost no chance that the present text is exactly the same as

the original text.
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Robert Haralick

City University of New York

1943–

“Scientific” investigation of the Bible Codes continues.

Apart from Rips, Haralick is the most academically qualified. He is a

firm believer in the codes and makes many “experiments” with positive

results.

But the Codes Busters have gone back to their normal research.
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To be a Francqui Professor is a great honour

So I will let the codes join me in saying:
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